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Abstract.  
If the orbits of close binary stars are circular, and the light speed is NOT influenced by the speed of the stars, we have to expect that the light curves are symmetrical between moments of eclipse or even conjunction.  
However, This is mostly not the case and still an ongoing debate in astronomy and called the “O ‘Connell effect”.  
According to Quantum FFF Theory, however I assume that the local light speed around the stars is gravity related for a mass related distance from the source (star) called LASOF ellipsoid, (Local Asymmetrical Oscillating vacuum Frame)  
As a result the so called O ‘Connell effect can easily be explained as a logic result of additional redshift or blueshift by the local lightspeed variation.  
At the same time also planets should show such lightspeed extinction effects, which is already measured but not understood by I.I.Shapiro (see “radar astronomy” edition by Evans and Hagfors, 1964).  
As a consequence, Einstein’s Special relativity rules do not hold.

Introduction.  
If we look at the apparent magnitude of eclipsing binary stars we can discriminate two equally spaced peak magnitudes at point 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 (fig 1).  
This is always explained by the fact that the smaller star is mostly hotter ( brighter) and the result is that if the smaller star eclipses (behind the larger star) the minimum peak is larger than the following peak, which is called the Primary eclipse.  
The secondary eclipse and minimal magnitude peak is of course related to the opposite eclipse situation, that the larger star is eclipsing behind the smaller star.

The O‘Connell effect is related to this difference in the apparent magnitudes in between the two minimal peaks, which makes the figure asymmetric. See Figure:1.

Figure 1 Two typical examples of apparent Magnitude curves of eclipsing binaries with asymmetric maxima and symmetric minima.
LASOF Lightspeed (c+/−v) extinction ellipsoid around massive objects as the origin of the anomalous Quasi Periodic Oscillations and the a-symmetric light curves called the O’Connell effect. According to Quantum FFF Theory.

Due to the LASOF effect it seems that the approaching star to the observer is accelerating before conjunction and decelerating after conjunction. Just as seems to be the case in figure 3 (Venus).

Eclipsing Binary Stars are observed to be alternating red- or blueshifted with a wobbling redshift if passing in front of the other and called “QUASI PERIODIC OSCILLATIONS” (\(\downarrow\)). Just like the passing of the SUN by VENUS (see I.I. Shapiro).

Figure 2, Quasi periodic oscillations in calculated velocities of both binary stars in HV 2543. Due to the LASOF effect it seems that the approaching star to the observer is accelerating before conjunction and decelerating after conjunction. Just as seems to be the case in figure 3 (Venus). The apparent magnitude difference is originated by the LASOF effect of the star in motion related to the observer also visible in the radial velocity curves of near binary stars and planets (Venus).
Figure 3 Quasi periodic oscillations measured by I.I. Shapiro for the time delay of the conjunction of Venus, earth and sun.
Figure 4, the effect of overlapping LASOFs of earth and venus.
Gravity direction dependent Lightspeed Frame Dragging by the LASOF asymmetric Vacuum.

Figure 5, the LASOF principle depicted.
Lightspeed variability between massive objects like Venus and the Earth by the LASOF Vacuum.
A clear example of GPS failure for sat-sat signals at higher altitudes (CHAMP: 430 km, GPS: 20.000km). Kinematic orbit solution comparison showing GPS data outliers up to 180 meters, (2x) during a CHAMP flight long 24 hours with 15 earth revolutions in 2003.

Figure 5.3 Comparison of the absolute kinematic orbit solution, w.r.t. RSO.

Estimation of the LASOF ellipsoid minor axis based on maximum outliers (180m) found in Champ satellite GPS distance measurements. According to Quantum FFF theory.

Calculation of the MINOR AXIS (11821 km) of the LASOF ellipsoid based on CHAMP max outliers of 180 m. measured in 2003. author: Leo Vuyk.

By linear interpolation we may calculate as follows: 327/180=X/3000.
Conclusion: the minor axis of the LASOF ellipsoid is ending 5450 km outside the Earth's surface. The LASOF radius is 5450+6371=11821 km!!

The most LASOF influenced GPS Signal are skimming the Earth, at 327 km altitude. According to max outliers of 180 meter we can estimate the minor axis of the LASOF ellipsoid around the Earth: LASOF is Local A-Symmetrical Oscillating vacuum Frame.

Section through the Earth, with a radius of 6371 km.

Figure 7 Additional LASOF effects.
Two experiments to show mass related light-speed differences (Quantum FFF theory)
Mass related lightspeed differences by LASOF (Local A-Symmetric Oscillating Vacuum Frame) effects are origin of Gravity direction dependant lightspeed Frame dragging. (Quantum FFF theory)

![Diagram](image)

Figure 9, Some early indications of a LASOF effect.
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